Waiting For Wendy
Alan Klein 1967 ukesterbrown.com (1st note sung is D)

Dm    G7    Dm    G7    C6    Cdim    C6    C#dim
Twenty-four hours ago I asked for your hand dear
Dm    G7    Dm
You’ve had a day to say no,
    C    Cdim    G#7    G7
But somehow I guess, you’re going to say yes!
    C    Cdim    C
And I’ll be waiting for you Wendy
    Cdim    G#7
Around about half past eight,
    G7
So if you’re going to be late,
    Dm    Cdim    G#7
Don’t hesitate to call me on your new fangled phone
    C    Cdim    C
You’re so chic and trendy
    Cdim    G#7    G7
I just have to confess that life would be one big mess
    Dm    B+    G7    C
If you refused my proposal, suppose all.. my dreams should fall through

Dm    G7    Dm    G7    C6    Cdim    C6    C#dim
Twenty-four hours ago I asked for your hand dear
Dm    G7    Dm
You’ve had a day to say no,
    C    Cdim    G#7    G7
But somehow I guess, you’re going to say yes!
    C    Cdim    C
And I’ll be waiting for you Wendy
    Cdim    G#7    G7
Until the end of time, until you tell me that I’m,
    Dm    Cdim
The only one that you’ll crave for, slave for
    Dm    Cdim    G#7    G7
And even Wendy, slightly misbehave for
    C    Cdim    C
You’re the girl that sends me
    Cdim    G#7    G7
No other will do- No other so true
    A7    Dm    G7    Cdim    C    (C6)
So for all my life through; I’ll be waiting for Wendy